
	  

	  

September 5, 2013 
Members Only Meeting 

Scott J. Davis was appointed Executive Director of the North Dakota Indian Affairs 
Commission in April 2009 by Governor John Hoeven. I wonder if Hoeven is aware 
that Scott is very good friends with one of the key players in the Child 
abuse/trafficking and social services scandals, Kevin Dauphinais?  

Last we talked about Scott Davis, it had just come to my attention that he and 
Kevin were very good friends.  That clarified why Mr. Davis was so emphatic that 
no meeting about child abuse and social services scandals (including the millions 
in missing money) could touch the topic of criminal investigations.  

Even after all the parties had agreed to his strict terms (which of course meant 
that no one would ask for a criminal investigation into Kevin Dauphinais 
Brownshield’s criminal conduct while he was Director of Social Services), and all 
they wanted was to bring the details of the crisis to his attention; and many had 
gone through many hoops to set up their schedule and their travel  arrangements 
for a date that had previously been agreed upon; Mr. Davis abruptly cancelled the 
meeting saying he had something more important to attend to at United Tribes 
Technical College ( UTTC), and we never found out what that thing of greater 
importance was.  

Apparently, Mr. Davis has managed to arrange a meeting tomorrow with ACF and 
a few others, but he failed to notify until today (too late to make travel 
arrangements) the key people who wanted the meeting in the first place. Thomas 
Sullivan who has issued 13 Mandated Reports was not informed and is not 
invited.  Congressman Cramer who has been driving this issue in Washington DC, 
was not informed and not invited.   

Mr. Sullivan’s superior, the one that jacked him around on travel arrangements 
earlier, Mr. James Murray, only last minute today informed Mr. Sullivan about this 
meeting between ACF and Mr. Davis’s office.  

One would think that this meeting which by design, excludes those who have 
been driving this issue, is not about resolving the crisis of children being in danger 
on Spirit Lake Reservation, but rather, about resolving the crisis of bad PR and 
how do we deal with people like those excluded?  

So, who is it that ACF thinks needs protection? Surely it is not the children as 
those who have advocated for them to be rescued are not included.  The only 
terms under which Mr. Davis would previously allow a meeting was if there were 
no discussion whatsoever about criminal investigations which of course, would 
lead to his friend, Kevin Dauphinais Brownshield.   

Suddenly, Mr. Davis, who previously didn’t want ANY meeting unless ALL the 
“Stakeholders” were at the table, is quite happy to oblige a meeting where the key 
stakeholders are excluded.   
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I kind of wonder what exactly is at ‘stake’ here for this exclusive club that is 
meeting?  What and whom are they trying to protect?  

It becomes more and more clear each time one of these events comes into focus 
that the corruption at Spirit Lake Tribal Social Services goes much farther up the 
chain than merely those on the rez or in the surrounding communities. It goes 
WAY up that chain.  

There is no reason to exclude these key people unless the meeting is more about 
how to cover it up, than to protect those children.  None whatsoever.  

You can reach Mr. Murray at James Murray, Acting Director 
 HHS/ACF/ORO  
(202) 401-4881  
BlackBerry: (202) 253-0217   
Fax: (202) 401-3449  
Email: james.murray@acf.hhs.gov 

Do ask him why he works against the Regional Director who for almost 3 
years now, has been trying to get this crisis resolved. Ask him if he feels the 
children are in danger, or the politicians and their pals.  

Tell him the Blog sent you.  

Oh, by the way, the same day as this meeting? The UTTC is having their 
big Pow Wow. I wonder why Mr. Davis didn’t seem to need to cancel the 
meeting in order to attend that function?  

When you find that the key people are not only obstructed, ignored and 
harassed but also excluded from key meetings where it seems only a cabal 
of insiders whose interests are not really transparent, we can say we have 
a big problem in government.  

And you all wondered how Sandusky got away with raping kids for over 20 
years? Get the picture? It’s all about connections. There is a protection 
racket being run in government, and it’s costing these kids, this community, 
and everyone else, an entire future.  

You know where to find me. 

~Cat 

 

 

 


